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Our Learning Journey

Focus on Learning
Next week:

We have had a good week and are pleased
with the progress in puppet making. Some of
us have used mod-roc for our heads and
marionette parts. We have cut out the dress
for our glove puppets and begun sewing it
together.

We will be considering how quests are an
integral part of a myth.
We will be hoping for a sunny day to carry
out our shadow investigation.
We will be grouping information about the
Celts and the Romans and giving reasons
for our decisions

Star Learner
Well done to Adam who has been immersed in
his learning this week. He has created his
glove puppet and almost sewed it together. He
has described regular and irregular 2D shape
with accuracy. He has been writing description
and recording facts about Romans too.
He has had a very busy week.
Mrs Matchett dresses for mod – roc work!!!
We have used our spoon puppets to create
stories and have been able to do this outside
but this week has been too wet.

Reminders to Families

We have learnt about reflection and enjoyed
using mirrors to see round corners!! We were
sad that our day for shadow learning was so
wet!!

Please continue to encourage your
child to place their reading book and
reading record into the box as they
are checked every day.

We are becoming more proficient in using
speech in our dialogue and demonstrated this
using a funny myth called, “The man who cut
down trees.”
Guess
Who?

We are looking for some adult
help to clear an area outside our
classroom so we can use it in
the summer. If you could help,
please let the office or
Miss Wells know. Thank you.

